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1 About this replication handbook
This handbook is both for the future administrators of the SavingFood platform as well as for those
organisation that want to replicate it.
If your organisation works on making your community more sustainable, building stronger relations between
producers and consumers, and reducing food surplus, you might want to consider implementing the
SavingFood platform.
This handbook contains the information necessary to use and localise the SavingFood approach: namely the
SavingFood platform, as well as the behaviour change methodologies that come hand in hand to achieve a
successful replication.
In detail:
•
•

Chapters 3-6 provide guidance on the platform and its implementation and localisation in a new
environment (community/city/country).
Chapter 7: the software by itself cannot make the difference, the “human software”, the surrounding
organisational work also needs to be tackled. Therefore, we have added this chapter on the behaviour
change methodologies, that were adopted in the project and can be further used.

In case of any further inquiries regarding this handbook or questions on how to replicate the SavingFood
solution, please, contact us at: info@savingfood.eu
We will be happy to hear from you – any constructive feedback is more that welcomed.
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2 About the SavingFood project
SavingFood offers a novel approach to tackle food waste, by turning this environmental issue into an
innovative solution to fight hunger through the redistribution of surplus food to welfare organisations that
support people in need. Moving forward from existing food redistribution channels SavingFood seeks to create
a social movement for reducing food waste, by engaging all actors of the food waste cycle to become part of
the solution.
The project brings together the food waste community and the technical and scientific community in a
mutually beneficial context to provide a complete, sustainable and flexible platform where all participants –
food donors, beneficiaries, policy-makers and society at large – can engage, discuss and deliver within a prosocial environment in which everyone’s needs are met, information is shared, and food is effectively
distributed.
The main objectives of SavingFood are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a bottom up solution for reducing food waste and fighting hunger by harnessing the
collaborative powers of ICT networks.
Go beyond food redistribution to improve awareness and engagement across multiple stakeholders.
Create a novel and more effective operational model for food redistribution that will dramatically
increase current levels of engagement.
Drive and sustain behaviour change towards food waste reduction on personal and collective levels.
Gain a better understanding on the processes of collective awareness, collective intelligence and
online behaviours and networks.
Enable the adoption of SavingFood so as to offer a Europe-wide social innovation solution towards
food waste.
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3 Short description of the SavingFood platform
The SavingFood platform aims to help three key groups – donors, recipient organisations and volunteers – by
means of an online platform in order to foster collaboration between food donors and recipient organisations
based on knowledge sharing and make collection of surplus food and leftover crops efficient and scalable.
The two main User scenarios supported by the platform:
1. Donation: creating, reviewing and taking receipt of food offers;
2. Event organization: creating and managing either farmers markets or gleaning events.
Organising these events involves creating and viewing those events, searching for events to support,
facilitating communication to organise the events, and recording what was collected at those events.
By implementing the SavingFood platform in a new country, city or community you can:
•
•
•
•
•

Find more diverse range of donors in the network and sources of food surplus
Involve more volunteers in redistributing activities, such as gleaning, farmers’ market leftover food
collection and food redistribution
Use more effectively the pool of available volunteers in light of availabilities and abilities
Contact more farmers so you will be able to organise more gleaning days
Increase participation of volunteers in gleaning activities

The SavingFood platform was tested in Belgium, Greece, Hungary and the UK.
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4 SavingFood platform documentation
SavingFood platform components
The SavingFood Platform is built on .NET 1 open source framework, one of the world’s most widely used
development frameworks.
For the content and user management DNN Platform Edition, is used, an open source framework, one of the
world’s most stable and reliable web content management system (CMS) and is distributed under a
Community Edition MIT license2.
The SavingFood Platform, based on DNN has a great technology environment for efficiently managing the
widest range of web content and delivers a broad selection of open source plug-in modules, Apps, designs, an
extensible development environment, feature-rich editions and valuable support options to choose from to
seamlessly integrate with our platform.
In the SavingFood Platform, four (4) instances (sites) were created on top of a basic web application
framework. Each instance (site) consists of multiple pages, each containing multiple mini-applications called
modules that provide specific functionalities such as donations, commitments etc. These modules may appear
on multiple pages of the same or different instances.
All instances have access to a common repository of modules and themes, and all instances are independent
of one another with respect to content, roles, and user permissions. This means that unlike some other
authoring environments, the SavingFood Platform does not need to be reinstalled each time you create a new
instance, as well as to be easily replicated and localised by other organisations.
With security extending down to the module level, the SavingFood Platform provides an extensible security
model that gives you complete, highly granular control over who can view or edit pages and their content.
Role-based grouping simplifies security management, with specific permissions granted to users based on their
roles or their individual names.

1
2

https://github.com/dotnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_license
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At the database tier, for the database management system, the free SQL Server 2012 Express edition is
deployed. The database stored procedures, are in support of the logical/application tier with which the
business logic of the system is implemented. The logical tier encapsulates all of the basic data checking that
imported by the user, or by consequent to the users actions system performance. Although there is no User
Interface handling directly the database, some of the database elements can be stored / edited or deleted by
the Coordinators that have access and review of the users, the Events and everything stored in the database
by some main functionalities provided to them that are part of the CMS. This allows them to fully deploy the
system resources to have a complete view of all of the aspects of their concern, including Donors, Recipients,
Volunteers, Events their interactions and registrations, and all of their related metadata that are either
displayed in any location of the portal for all the other roles, or not.
The logical Tier is object oriented, the objects implement methods for all the basic functionalities of the system
with the .NET open source Framework v4.7. The data tier and logical tier interact entity framework and ADO
protocol.
Presentation tier is implemented with Internet Information Services (IIS) v.8.5. with the MVC 5.0 controller
using the ASP.NET MVC 5.0.
The web platform is usable with any browser (Firefox, Safari, Chrome, Opera) and by any operation system
without any use of plug-ins.
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Distribution model
The SavingFood Platform runs on the cloud and will be distributed through a software as a service model based
on open source code (Open SaaS)3. It will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS and offered for free
for a wider use.
Open SaaS is a web-based application that is hosted, supported and maintained by a service provider but is
defined by an open source community, that do not only generates continuous technological innovation but
also produces important industry best practices and benchmarks for success.
In this software distribution model a third-party provider hosts applications and makes them available to
customers over the Internet. SaaS is one of three main categories of cloud computing, alongside infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS).

Hosted
applications/apps

Development
tools, database
management,
business
analytics

Operating
systems

Servers and
storage

Networking
firewalls/security

Data
centre
physical
plant/building

SaaS this removes the need for organisations to install and run applications on their own computers or in their
own data centres. This eliminates the expense of hardware acquisition, provisioning and maintenance, as well
as software licensing, installation and support.
This model will also benefit organisations that will be willing to replicate or continue to run the existing
services, as they can rely on VILABS acting as SaaS provider to automatically perform updates and patch
management. This further reduces the burden on in-house IT staff.
Other benefits of the SaaS model include, scalable usage: access more, or fewer, services or features on
demand and accessibility and persistence: access from any Internet-enabled device and location.
For more information about adopting and use the SavingFood platform, please, contact us:
info@savingfood.eu.

Open License model
The SavingFood Platform is licensed under the MIT License, a permissive free software license, with minimal
requirements about how the software can be redistributed, originating at the Massachusetts Institute of
3

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSaaS
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Technology (MIT). As a permissive license, it puts only very limited restriction on reuse and has, therefore, an
excellent license compatibility. The MIT license permits reuse within proprietary software provided that all
copies of the licensed software include a copy of the MIT License terms and the copyright notice. The MIT
license is also compatible with many copyleft licenses, such as the GNU General Public License (GPL). As of
2015, it was the most popular software license on GitHub, ahead of any GPL variant and other Free and opensource software (FOSS) licenses.
Τhe permissions of this license can be seen below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Linking: linking of the licensed code with code licensed under a different license is permissive (e.g.
when the code is provided as a library)
Distribution: distribution of the code to third parties is permissive
Modification: modification of the code by a licensee is permissive
Patent grant: protection of licensees from patent claims can be made by code contributors regarding
their contribution, and protection of contributors from patent claims made by licensees.
Private use: modification to the code could be shared with the community and/or may be used
privately
Sublicensing: modified code can be licensed under a different license (for example a copyright) and/or
must retain the same license under which it was provided
Trademark grant: trademarks associated with the licensed code can be used.

SavingFood MIT Licence model
Copyright (c) 2018 SavingFood (http://www.savingfood.eu)
All Rights Reserved
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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5 User guide for country level administrators,
coordinators
Overview
The SavingFood platform allows coordinators to manage the various entity types:
•
•
•
•
•

Users and their roles
Events
Donations
Food units and types
Locations

Users
Users can be managed in the User Management section, found in the “Manage” menu:
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5.2.1

List users

This will lead you to an overview list of all the users registered on the platform:

(Details have been pixelated for privacy reasons)
You can use the pagination to view other batches of users. And by selecting values in the top filters you can
restrict and filter which users will be shown in the list:

5.2.2

Edit users

By clicking on “more…” you can edit that specific user’s details and also approve/disapprove the user.
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Food
You can specify which food units and types are to be used in the events and donations. Access the food
management screens through the management menu:

5.3.1

List food units and types

These will lead you to two very similar list overviews:
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5.3.2

Create food units and types

You can create new food types and units by clicking the small “create”-icon:

A new row will be added to the list, allowing you to provide a name for the type/unit. Click the “save”-icon to
save your changes:

5.3.3

Edit/delete food units and types

Click on the appropriate icons to respectively edit and delete food units and types:
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Events
An extensive video tutorial on how to create and manage events can be found on the SavingFood’s YouTube
Channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq_c6f4Vlp5I4UWTGV3-0pA/videos

Donations
Access the donation management screen through the management menu:

5.5.1

List donations

This will lead you to a list of donations similar to that of the other entity types. Filters and pagination function
exactly the same.
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5.5.2

Create donation

By clicking “Add New Donation” you can create a new donation:

A donation isn’t immediately shown on the platform, until you set the state to “published”. The “donation date
start” allows you to define from which date the food will be on offer. And the end date indicates when the
donation is no longer available for pickup.
If the location for pickup is not available yet in the Location dropdown field, you can add a new location by
clicking “Add new location”:
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5.5.3

Edit donation
By clicking the “edit”-icon on the list screen
you can edit a donation:

This is identical to the “create donation”-screen except it features 3 new tab pages:
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5.5.3.1

Donation: Food Offer Items

Here you can describe the food offer of the donation by specifying the type, unit, quantity and description:

Clicking the large + sign allows you to create new food offer items

5.5.3.2

Donation: Recipients

Here you can manage which recipient will receive the food offer, by selecting a user in the bottom list and
clicking “Add selected recipient” to associate it with the donation.
Once an association is made you can cancel it by clicking “delete” behind the associated user.

5.5.3.3

Donation: Translation

This allows you to create additional translated versions of the donation, in case you have multiple languages
on your platform.
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Locations
You can access the location management screen through the management menu:

5.6.1

List locations

This will lead you to a list of donations similar to that of the other entity types. Filters and pagination function
exactly the same.
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5.6.2

Delete location

Click on the “Delete”-icon to delete a location:
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6 Guidelines for developers for replication and
localisation
Introduction
In this chapter, a detailed list of guidelines is provided especially for developers to be able to localise and
replicate, as well as edit and add new services and platform capabilities. As the SavingFood platform runs on
the cloud and will be distributed through a software as a service model based on open source code (Open
SaaS) this removes the need for organizations to install and run applications on their own computers or in their
own data centers. This eliminates the expense of hardware acquisition, provisioning and maintenance, as well
as software licensing, installation and support.
This model will also benefit organisations that will be willing to replicate or continue to run the existing
services, as they can rely on VILABS acting as SaaS provider to automatically perform updates and patch
management. This further reduces the burden on in-house IT staff.
As the Savingfood platform will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS and offered for free for a
wider use, through a openSaaS model, there is no need for front or backend installation guidelines of the
platform.
However, below, you will find a list of requirements and guidelines to consider when localising, replicating and
extending the services and platform capabilities. These include operational system permissions, guidelines on
how to create new pages, testing database connections, finding and customise/edit Language and content
localisation and other type of basic instructions.

Operational system Permissions
The SavingFood Platform need a number of permissions to operate. The set of permissions to run is lower
(typically read permissions) than the set to install, upgrade or add extensions (typically read, write and modify).
As a number of core actions can require update permissions e.g. changing rewrite rules etc., it is common to
grant read, write and execute permissions at the start and retain these permissions.
Whilst all folders require read permissions, only certain (bin, root folder, app_code, desktopmodules, portals)
require write & modify. However it is again common to grant the set of permissions in the root folder and for
all files and subfolders.
Depending on which version of a Microsoft operating system and its associated version of Internet information
server (IIS), the user that asp.net processes execute under is different. If using Windows XP Professional - IIS5.1
this is the {Server}\ASPNET User Account. Note: Windows XP can be configured to run using simple security.
By default it is turned off in Windows XP Professional when it joins a domain, but if running standalone you
will need to disable it to access the more detailed file sharing dialog. See
http://duxcw.com/faq/win/xp/simpshare.htm for more details. If using Windows 2003 (IIS6), Windows Vista
(IIS7) or Windows 2008 (IIS7) this is the NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE User Account. If using Windows
2008 R2 (IIS8.5) or Windows 7 (IIS8.5) or Windows 10 (IIS8.5) this is the IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool User
Account. Note: both these versions support cross application pool isolation.
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Create new Pages
New Pages can be created through the install wizard available through the DNN module of the SavingFood
platform. As an alternative to this the installer can be called directly through a URL, passing the necessary
parameters for installation and upgrade. In addition, this page has a number of other functions:
Installation
To perform an installation simply enter the following
http://www.yoursitename.com/Install/install.aspx?mode=install
Upgrading
To perform an upgrade simply enter the following
http://www.yoursitename.com/Install/install.aspx?mode=upgrade
Adding portals
Whilst an install will create a single default portal, and additional ones can be added via the UI, it's possible to
do portal installs, either single or multiple via the install.aspx page.
To do this create a template file “portals.resources” in the /Install/Portal folder. This file is similar to the install
template, except that the only child nodes processed are the nodes.
<dotnetnuke>
<portals>
<portal>
<portalname>DotNetNuke Personal Site</portalname>
<administrator>
<firstname>Administrator</firstname>
<lastname>Account</lastname>
<username>admin</username>
<password>admin</password>
<email></email>
</administrator>
<description>Default Personal Site</description>
<keywords>Default, DotNetNuke, CMS, Web, Future</keywords>
<templatefile>Personal Site.template</templatefile>
<portalaliases>
<portalalias>localhost/DotNetNuke/ps</portalalias>
<portalalias>ARAGORN/DotNetNuke/ps</portalalias>
<portalalias>192.168.1.102/DotNetNuke/ps</portalalias>
</portalaliases>
<ischild>true</ischild>
</portal>
<portal>
<portalname>DotNetNuke Club Site</portalname>
<administrator>
<firstname>Administrator</firstname>
<lastname>Account</lastname>
<username>admin</username>
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<password>admin</password>
<email></email>
</administrator>
<description>Default DotNetnuke Club Site</description>
<keywords>Default, DotNetNuke, CMS, Web, Future</keywords>
<templatefile>Club or Organization Site.template</templatefile>
<portalaliases>
<portalalias>localhost/DotNetNuke/club</portalalias>
<portalalias>ARAGORN/DotNetNuke/club</portalalias>
<portalalias>192.168.1.102/DotNetNuke/club</portalalias>
</portalaliases>
<ischild>true</ischild>
</portal>
</portals>
</dotnetnuke>
Once the file is saved to the Install/Portal folder, the installation of the additional portals defined in this file
can be triggered in one of two ways:
•
•

Using the scheduled event “Install Resources”
Manually
browsing
to
the
Install
page
with
http://www.yoursitename.com/Install/install.aspx?mode=AddPortal

the

following

url:

Installing resources
To add resources such as skins, modules, providers etc. in a single bulk install action, a site administrator can
add the packages to the appropriate folder under /Install. The /Install folder has a number of sub-folders. Zip
files placed in these folders can be installed by browsing to the url:
http://www.yoursitename.com/Install/install.aspx?mode=InstallResources

Testing Database Connections
The DNN module of the SavingFood platform, uses SQL server express as its backend database. Sometimes
when attempting an install, there may be problems during the install wizard when it attempts to connect to
the database and the user will see an issue such as:
Connection Error(s):
Index #: 0
Source: .Net SqlClient Data Provider
Class: 14
Number: 18456
Message: Sql login failed
This is perfectly fine and typically indicates that the user has mistyped a username, password or the server
details, but sometimes all the credentials appear to be correct. This often means that the database is not
accessible (e.g. it may not have the option to allow remote connections enabled, or perhaps a firewall is
blocking access to necessary ports), but it can be annoying to determine the issue.
One suggestion is to follow the suggested steps below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a file on the server called test.udl.
Double-click the test.udl file.
Click the Provider tab.
Select Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server.
Click Next.
On the Connection tab, enter the connection information entered for the database connection:
In the Select or enter a server name field, type the SQL server name in the following format: \,

NOTE: If no named instance is in use, use the following format: Type the SQL database credentials and Click
Test Connection.

Finding Language Packs
Whilst it's possible to create any language pack via the Language Editor, more typically sites will download and
install language packs. There used to be a page on dnnsoftware.com for community contributed language
packs, but this is temporarily unavailable, so this page lists a few locations to find a number of language packs.
Please note, there are a number of vendors who offer commercial language packs, as well as some available
via the store http://store.dnnsoftware.com/home/product-list?searchtext=language+pack but this page will
only list free language packs. DNN supported language packs (de-DE, es-ES, nl-NL, fr-FR, it-IT) - These are built
in and available via host->extensions.

How to customize/edit a Module's Language Pack
In the DNN module of the SavingFood platform, browse to Admin > Languages, choose the target language
from the "Available Locales:" drop-down found at the left of the screen, choose System, Host or Portal on the
"Mode" radio-buttons
Notes:
"System" will edit the base file for a given language. e.g. "GlobalResources.es-UY.resx"
"Host" will create a custom version of the localized file for this installation. e.g. "GlobalResources.esUY.Host.resx"
"Portal" will create a custom version of the localized file just for the current portal. e.g. "GlobalResources.esUY.Portal-0.resx" (in this sample, "0" is the current portal id).
Browse the "Resources:" Tree found on the left side of the screen:
Local Resources > DesktopModules > My-Module-Name
Click on every "App_LocalResources" found on this sub-tree and edit the texts available on the right side of
the screen.
Note: Remember to click on the "Save Resource File" link found at the bottom of the page, to confirm/save
every file being edited/created.
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Content Localization
The DNN module of the SavingFood platform has a built-in feature called “Content Localization”. This feature
allows a site owner to duplicate a site for each desired language, give translators access to the language
content they need, and permit a seamless switch between the different languages.
The DNN Content Localization feature of the SavingFood platform is definitely one of the most complex
features of the platform. We hid the setting in Host Settings > Other Settings:

Once this setting is enabled, the feature is available in the Admin > Languages page:

It is important to note that once you enable Content Localization, the default site language can no longer be
changed. So before going ahead, make sure you’ve selected the correct default language. You can do this on
the “Settings” tab.
Depending on how many languages you enable before clicking the “Enable Localized Content” button, the
DNN module of the SavingFood platform will either just prepare the pages in the default language or also
create localized versions of pages for the enabled languages. When you click “Enable Localized Content”, the
following popup will appear:
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Normally, you will want to check the “Make all pages translatable” checkbox. This will make all existing pages
culture specific (i.e. available in only one language). If you leave the option unchecked, all pages will be
language neutral. Pages that are language neutral will be displayed in all languages.
After clicking the “Enable Localized Content” button in this popup screen, it is off to the races as the DNN
module of the SavingFood platform will traverse all pages, create a copy of each page for all the enabled
languages, and create copies of all modules on each page to all the newly created copies of that page. As you
can imagine, this can be a long running process depending on the number of pages, modules, and enabled
languages. Making a database backup before starting this progress is a smart idea!
The idea behind how content localization works in the DNN module of the SavingFood platform is that there
is some sort of workflow when translating your site. Although there is no automated workflow, there are some
steps that need to be taken in a specific order to make everything work:
1.

Create translatable page(s)

2.

For each language, go to each translatable page, and translate contents

3.

In Content Localization settings, mark individual pages as translated

4.

In Languages, activate a language

5.

In Languages, publish a language

After a page is translated, a translator can go to the Localization tab in the Page Settings for that page and
mark the page translated.
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As long as a language is not activated and not published, only administrators and translators can see pages in
that language. This makes it very easy to work on a translation on a live site. Once you are ready to put the
translation into production, make sure the language is activated. After that, click on the Publish Pages button
for that language on the Languages page. Doing this will give all pages that are marked as translated the same
permissions as the default language version of those pages, which means that anyone who could see those
pages in the original language will now also see them in the translated version.
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When working with multilingual sites, URLs are very important. The easiest way to implement that was to work
with language specific site aliases. Simply put, this means that the URL rewriter will first try to get a language,
and then will try to get a site alias that is tied to that language. If a match is found, a redirect is performed to
that portal alias. The other way around also works; when browsing to a language specific site alias, DNN will
set the proper language based on the alias.
When multiple languages are defined, the site alias list in Site Settings should look similar to this:

The way this works is that whenever you enable a new language in the Languages page, the DNN module of
the SavingFood platform will also automatically create a site alias for that language. It will do that in this format:
domain.com/[culture code]. When you remove a language specific alias keep the language active.
One benefit of this approach is that it is very easy to change the site aliases to something that better fits your
site. You could use domain.com/nederlands instead of domain.com/nl-Nl. Or use a fully qualified domain
name: nl.domain.com or domain.nl.
The latter two are preferable because they solve a rather annoying issue when you work with translated text.
Let’s say you have a site that has “translations” for en-US, en-CA and en-GB. The reason to have 3 versions of
English could be that some of your pages should only be available in one country, but most pages would be
available in most countries. In this case, you could choose to create neutral pages that would show up in each
language, and language specific pages for the few pages that need to be different.
The issue then arises that if you put internal links to other pages on any of the neutral pages, these links will
normally include the language parameter. For instance, if you edited text while en-US was selected, a link
would look like this: www.domain.com/en-us/some-page. Since the page is neutral, the contents will show up
in all languages, and in all languages that link will be the same. This means that if you switch to Canadian, the
link will still be www.domain.com/en-us/some-page and if you click that link, the site will be switched back to
American English because of the en-us parameter in the URL.
The solution is very simple: use site aliases that are fully qualified domain names, and then use relative URLs
as internal links. The link /some-page will then automatically point to the correct language no matter which
language is selected.
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Notifications
Notifications are messages sent from the site directly to the user that require some form of action. At a
minimum, this action could be as simple as deleting the notification. In other cases, notifications may require
a user to choose an action to complete a process. This could be for approving content or acknowledging a
particular request. All current notifications can be viewed under the messaging centre.
Notifications are triggered under the following circumstances:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

When a tab (page) is updated if content localization has been updated (a notification sends to all
members of the relevant language translator role)
The HTML module has code to send notifications if a workflow has 'notify" enabled - however the CE
version only has draft and published states neither of which have notify enabled by default. The PE/EE
html module allows for creation of custom workflow states and the notify flag can be set at that time.
The member directory module supports notifications for both friend and follower requests (these are
also surfaced in other areas such as user profile)
The social groups module has a number of notifications
a notification is sent to the owner when someone joins a group
a notification is sent to the user when they are either accepted or rejected from a group,
a notification is sent to group moderators to approve or reject a group (if group moderation is enabled)
a notification is sent to the group moderators when a group is created (if group moderation is disabled)

Module integration
•
•
•
•

A comment is pending approval (to blog owner) - Approve, Delete
A blog entry is pending approval (from ghost writer to blog owner, if ghost writing is enabled) Approve, Delete
A blog entry draft has been deleted (from blog owner to ghost author on approval delete) - Dismiss
A comment has been added (to blog owner) - Dismiss

SMTP Settings For Hosting And Email Providers
The DNN module of the SavingFood platform allows SMTP settings to be set for email providers - these are
then used for portal mails (e.g. registration/password retrieval) as well as the built in bulk-mail module.
If you have your own SMTP server, you will need to enter the settings your mail administrator/webmaster
provides you.
Here is an example of the SMTP Server configuration for Hotmail in DNN. Note that you must use Basic
Authentication and Enable SSL:
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You can utilize the Test SMTP Settings button to make sure it is working correctly. Sometimes when you initially
add the SMTP Server configuration and test it, you will receive an error message:

If you then go to your Event Viewer in the Admin menu, you will see a General Exception that gives you a hint
of the problem:
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And if you then login to your Hotmail account you will see a more detailed message that Microsoft has blocked
your account and wants you to do some additional verification. Typically, this involves entering a cell phone
number and then entering the 4 digit code that is sent to you. Once you have completed the verification, you
can try the Test SMTP Settings button again and it should give you a green success message.

Once of the benefits of using Hotmail as an SMTP Server is that you can login to your Hotmail account at any
time and select the Sent Messages folder to see a full record of all of the messages which have been sent by
your DNN website.

Hosting Multiple Sites On A Single Instance
There are three (3) basic steps to adding a new site to your instance of DNN module of the SavingFood
platform. They are outlined below:
1. Update DNS
2. Update IIS
3. Add a New Portal
Update DNS

When you have a new or existing domain name, you need to point that domain name to a server. This is what
the Domain Name System (DNS) does for you. It allows you to have a domain name that people can easily
remember, but point it to an actual address on the internet.
In general, though, you want to make sure that you have an Host or A record in your DNS settings. Simply
specify the IP address of your web server to tell the DNS where to point requests to that domain to.
Update IIS

Internet Information Server (IIS) is the web server that allows websites to work on the Microsoft platform. It
accepts requests from the internet for a website, and then responds with the requested web page and files.
In order to add your new setting in IIS to accept requests for new domain names, you need to add an entry for
the website called a Host Header. This tells IIS all of the domain names that a single site will respond to.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Select your website in the list of websites.
Click on Bindings in the right pane.
Click the Add button.
Add the new domain name into the new window that appears.
Click OK to save the new domain name.
Click Close to exit the Bindings dialog.

Add a New Portal

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Login using a Host or Superuser account.
Go to the Portals page in the Host menu.
Click the Add New Portal link at the bottom of the module, or in the actions menu.
Fill in all of the information in the form on the next page.
The Portal Alias is your new domain name.
Click Create Portal to create your portal.
Visit your new website!

At this point, you technically should be able to see, access, and log into your new site. However, you should
note that DNS settings take time to spread across the internet. For this reason, you and other may not be able
to get to the site using its URL for up to 24 hours. People in different regions of the country and world will also
be able to use the URL at different times.
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7 Behavioural change interventions
The 7E-model as inspiration
The SavingFood project devised behavioural change interventions based on the 7E-model developed by
Bambust (Bambust (F.), Effectief gedrag veranderen met het 7E-model, Brussels, Politeia, 2015). This model
was based on behavioural change literature and DEFRA’s 4-E model. This latter model did not single out one
aspect of behaviour to influence (beliefs, opinions, attitudes or habits) but rather wanted to target different
aspects at once by using different leverages each starting with the letter E. The original 4E’s of DEFRA are
’engage’, ’enable’, ’encourage’ and ’exemplify’. The 7E-model introduces three new levels: ’enthuse’,
’enlighten’ and ’experience’. The explanation of the drivers below highlights that the 7E-model refines some
of the 4E’s of the DEFRA model. Three levers work on increasing motivation towards the action, three on
supporting action and one providing experience with the desired behaviour.
This resulted in the identification of different behavioural change interventions. Each of them focuses in
particular on one of the E’s, although some also worked on multiple leverages.
Nr

Leverage

Explanation

Intervention

1

Enthuse

Make people enthusiast (intrinsic motivation). Connect Motivational videos
to personal values and concerns within your target
Pledges
audience and from that point portray the content and
positive aspects of the behaviour and the consequences
for them

2

Encourage

Portray the potential benefit (extrinsic motivation). This Social media pictures
can be done by a) offering a concrete reward for the
Awareness raising events
target population or b) in case one cannot demonstrate
a concrete observable financial or material reward,
work on honour and recognition that is given in a
timeframe that is close to the performed action

3

Engage

Show that a group of people are behind the action Social media pictures
(social motivation). This means working on 3 points:
Quantification report
support the group who is performing the activity, show
Ambassadorship
this group and feel the presence of the group

4

Enlighten

Provide information. It is important that this
information makes us enthusiast, supports us when
making the choice to act and provides us with
information on how to act or with information when we
are acting

5

Exemplify

Motivational videos
Crowdsourcing
Ambassadorship
Food waste calculation tool

Show the example with policies and measures, such as Social media pictures
with ambassadors
Awareness raising events
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6

Enable

Provide opportunity and tools to act. In other words, Platform with events
this is about removing as much barriers as possible to
Ambassadorship
perform the behaviour (make sure it becomes easy,
simple and possible) and assist people with the process Crowdsourcing
of learning to perform to act.

7

Experience

Let people experience the behaviour in a positive way Social media pictures
and see that they made a good choice
Quantification report
Table 1. The 7 E’s framework

In general, our interventions can be grouped in 3 main categories:
1. Provide opportunities to save food and underpin engagement: platform, social media pictures,
quantification report
2. Influencing and convincing to take food saving action: awareness raising events, pledges,
motivational video’s, food waste calculation tool
3. Become involved around the food surplus organisation : ambassadorship program, crowdsourcing
program
The 3rd category aimed especially at involving these citizens who are concerned about food waste and food
surplus redistribution, but are still hesitating to join or are due to time, transport or personal reasons not sure
whether they can participate in food saving events. By giving these citizens the opportunity to first perform a
less demanding task that can be done in their daily life context, SavingFood believed that in the long run
citizens can also become convinced join food saving events, sign the pledge and register as a volunteer on the
platform.

Behavioural change interventions
7.2.1

The platform

The technical aspects of the platform and how to technically replicate it has been explained in the previous
chapter of this handbook.
The main aim of the platform is to provide an opportunity for citizens, donors and charities to act and perform
food surplus activities (volunteering, donation food, picking-up food) more efficiently. Within our pilots, the
platform was seen as a tool to erase current barriers to act and/or to make existing operations more efficient:
-

-

-

for citizens: to be better and quicker informed about events, to find out all information about events,
to volunteer in an easy way by just clicking a button and to exchange information between volunteers
and coordinators in order to make easy arrangements to join a saving food event;
for coordinators: to make better matches between donors and charities based on data that the
platform generates (location, type of offer, historical records of donors and charities), to better
manage the volunteers database and to better follow the output of collected food and meals for
people in need;
for donors and charities: to communicate with each other by means of ICT (by means of notifications
in the donation process) and to track their donations

In the following paragraphs, some tips are provided about using the platform and its modules. For concrete
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tips with respect to the food saving events itself, we refer to the deliverables of WP4.

7.2.1.1

Define roles within your organization and plan the launch of the
platform

Before launching the platform, make sure the following roles are defined within your organisation:
-

who is responsible for handling the platform technically (uploading and publishing events);
who is responsible for taking care of the relationship with the volunteers, the donors and the charities;
who is responsible for branding and making the communication around the platform and the events;
who has which kind of access rights in accordance with these roles.

If there is an issue, it becomes clear who the responsible person is that has to take care of it. This helps
incorporating the platform in your daily operations but also leads from a food donor/recipient organisation
/volunteer point of view to consistency with respect to which persons they are talking to in case of questions.
Secondly, make sure that you have a plan on how to launch the platform and how it fits within strategic
objectives of your organisation. You need to know:
-

-

if you will use all three modules at once or rather start with one and then eventually use the other
modules gradually;
To which ’audience’ you will target the platform first. Do you start with your current volunteer base
or a part of it? Do you start in one neighbourhood or in many at once? How will you gradually involve
other actors to the platform?
At which moments will you evaluate the current actions: which targets do you set yourself and by
which date? For instance, identify some critical success scores (e.g.: by end of June 2018 we want to
have 10 new volunteers from neighbourhood X) and milestones which will be fruitful to not only
investigate whether you make ’progress’ but also to be ready to take necessary lessons learned and
take actions to remediate the action or if necessary, rethink your strategy.

7.2.1.2

Volunteer registration

When new citizens are volunteering, be sure to thank them for their registration, especially if they registered
outside the pledge campaign (see 7.2.3). Mention clearly in your reply whom they can contact in case of any
question.

7.2.1.3

Publishing and managing events

1. Preparing and publishing events. Make sure that all the necessary information is provided in the event
description, such as location of the event, how to get there, but also any other material that the
volunteer needs to bring along (gloves, tools, shoes, ...). Be aware that with respect to information
about the location, the exact location will only be revealed to volunteers that actually committed. So
be sure to mention in first instance a location description that allows a potential volunteer to
understand where the gleaning takes places (e.g.: a particular neighbourhood instead of a street with
number of house).
2. Announcing events. Although the platform informs the current citizens that signed up as volunteers,
you can also use events to attract new volunteers. Therefore, share the event also on social media or
via other communication channels.
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3. Conversation. The platform allows the coordinator to talk with volunteers in order to answer any
questions. Be aware that this function exists and check it regularly, especially from the moment the
event is published. It allows for easy feedback about some information that might for some volunteers
be not clear in the publication of the event.
4. Cancellation. When, due to an unforeseen reason, you have to cancel an event, don’t forget to
mention the reason and refer to other occasions that are already published on the platform or are
about to be published (e.g. “Keep an eye on our platform, we announce similar events in the same
location soon. Stay tuned to our platform and thank you again for your engagement to save surplus
food for people in need”).
5. Thank your volunteers. Make sure you thank your volunteers/food donors/recipient organisations
involved in a food saving event. Although the platform allows doing this automatically, a more personal
message after a range of events can also generate a feeling of appreciation for the effort that was
done.

7.2.1.4

Keep people engaged by providing results: Quantification reports

The platform allows to easily generate “quantification reports”: these are reports about the type and number
of food that has been collected and saved via the platform by your organisation. The module can be adapted
so that you can generate it for an event, or over a period of time, or for a specific donor/charity.
In this way, you cannot only monitor the amount and type of food you generated over your events over a
certain time period, but you can also generate specific reports. These reports can be send to your food donors
in order to provide them with an overview of the total amount they have already saved via the platform and
your organisation. It thus shows to a donor his concrete contribution and allows you also to tell to him how
beneficial the contribution was (e.g. how many recipient organisations got his food)..
Thirdly, these reports are also helpful for you as an organisation: it teaches you to easily chart which kind of
food you collected over which time period.
Finally, this information is interesting for communicating your concrete results to the wider community and
the wider audience and helps to clearly show your impact in the neighbourhood.

7.2.1.5

Convince food donors to join - Food waste calculation tool

The project taught us that most food donors are sensitive to the social character of redistributing food surplus
to people in need. Nonetheless, food donors often have other concerns before joining such as the financial
cost of the operation and the way the donation should be collected at the shop itself. For the latter, SavingFood
advises that the coordinator of the platform contacts the food donor to make the necessary practical
arrangements on how the local donor can internally organise the collection of food surplus. For the former,
SavingFood devised a simple tool to calculate the financial and environmental benefit of joining SavingFood
and to start saving food surplus: the food waste calculator. The tool is especially suited for supermarkets,
restaurants, hotels and local shops such as pastries or bakeries.
It is available on the project website and consists of several fields to be completed by the food donor, such as
the average waste disposal cost and the average preparation cost. This can be calculated either in number of
meals on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and in number of kilograms for other types of food or if you are not
aware of the average meal. By entering these numbers and then clicking on calculate, a small local donor can
easily see the total economic cost of food waste (how much in financial terms he/she can actually save by
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saving the food instead of throwing it away) and the total environmental cost of his food waste behaviour (or
how much he contributes to reducing CO2 emissions by saving surplus food).
This simple tool calculates the gain very easily for a donor he might get with getting involved in SavingFood. It
is important to use this calculation tool when you meet a donor for the first time in real life and you feel that
the social argument – helping people in need – is countered by economic arguments from the donor side. This
simple tool can support your arguments with concrete numbers but also might help to start an awareness
raising process.

7.2.1.6

Social media pictures of events

One crucial aspect is to show your food donors, recipient organisations and volunteers that they made the
right choice to join the platform and engage in food surplus redistribution. Social media pictures on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram allow to take pictures of the donation process, such as for example a team of a charity
picking up a donation at a food donor or a team of gleaners at a farm. By publishing such pictures we learned
that people got confirmed in their belief in the ’goodness’ of their behaviour and that other potential actors
got interested in the operations of the food surplus redistribution organisation as they saw concrete images
about the process.

7.2.2

Awareness raising events

The purpose of the SavingFood awareness-raising events is to raise public awareness about food waste, and
to inform citizens about the easy and effective ways of how to rescue and redistribute surplus food. On the
other hand, awareness-raising events were used as way to make new volunteers enthusiastic and to encourage
them to continue their action as well as to show to visitors that food redistribution can be successful because
it can count on a large group that supports the action.
All pilots organised a range of awareness raising events during the project’s life. Three types of awareness
raising events were organised by the project partners:
-

-

-

Disco soups by Feedback (UK) and Foodwin (BE): In this type of events, surplus food is brought to
the event. People collectively cook a meal with the surplus food and eat it together. Afterwards,
a DJ performs a set and other snacks based on the food can be provided.
Food festivals by Boroume (GR): in this type of event, many demonstrations of what can be cooked
with surplus food is demonstrated in order to convince people that there is still a lot to do with
surplus food and raise awareness about food waste practices. Often a famous cook or person is
invited. Also Boroume worked out its children’s program that target young citizens and schools to
become aware of food waste.
Wholesale market events by HFA (HU): At these events the farmers/organisers of the market are
targeted. Surplus food is cooked as way to demonstrate what can be done with the food that is
left at a market.

In order to replicate the SavingFood approach, the following tips are important to organise a successful
awareness raising event:

7.2.2.1

Define the type of event & objectives

The first step with organising the events is to know what you actually want to achieve and who your main
audience is. Do you want to convince the general public and raise general awareness or do you need to address
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a more a specific segment like in the case of the wholesale market? The event in Hungary helped HFA to attract
its first donors for their market food saving and gleaning events since this kind of food saving activity did not
exist yet or is only practised by a very small group. A more general approach was chosen by FoodWin and
Feedback. They have already a basis with gleaning and farmer markets to start and their need is to attract
more volunteers to help collecting the increasing amount of donations.

7.2.2.2

Find collaborative partners

Even if you have the capacity to work alone, try to partner with other organisations that share the same
philosophy as you. Avoiding food waste is a collective responsibility and effort and food redistribution charities
can only be very effective when working together with other organisations. Partnerships not only help to foster
ties between people but also have practical advantages with respect to cost sharing, increasing organisational
capacities and increasing the effectiveness of the dissemination and PR effort.

7.2.2.3

Venue and equipment

Choose an appropriate venue in combination with your event. Ideally, choose locations where you know that
similar kind of sustainability activities have been organised, it assures you that necessary infrastructure such
as cooking facilities, kitchen equipment, tables and chairs are present.
Make sure that the venue is easy to reach by public transport and located at a central spot in the city. The aim
of the event is not only to recruit interested people but also to convince passers-by to have a look, find out
what is happening and get an interest into saving food.
Make sure that the venue is also quite open so that people can move along and if you for a disco soup invite a
dj, make sure there is a place to dance as well.

7.2.2.4

Prepare your communication: think on-and offline

Although social media are so far an easy channel to reach your audience or close followers, many of the people
attended awareness raising events because of mouth-to-mouth advertisement via friends or relatives, or
because they saw a leaflet on a billboard in a public space (library, cultural centre), or read an article in a local
newsletter. So in order to avoid stepping into a social media ’filter bubble’, use traditional media to catch
attention of those audiences that are not part of your online community yet.

7.2.2.5

Surplus food

In advance of the event, collect some surplus food from food donors or organise a gleaning or farmers’ market
event. Through the SavingFood platform, a gleaning or farmers’ market event can be organised through which
leftover crops from farmer’s fields can be redistributed, or from unsold food at the end of a farmer market.
The surplus food, mostly fruits and vegetables, can be used to cook and celebrate the delicious solutions to
food waste!

7.2.2.6

Think about side-activities

The core of the activity is of course to raise awareness about food waste and food redistribution. Besides
encountering dishes made out of food surplus, some members of your target audience will want to have more
concrete information about how to act, while others would like to learn more about the issue in general. Part
of your audience can also be families with kids. Therefore, it is important to think also about organising sideactivities. Examples are: juggling, fermenting/pickling workshops, talks by people and local actors involved in
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the environment of food sustainability, workshops about food labels and how to conserve food at home,
interactive narration for children, photo exhibitions with food waste related pictures and projections and
animations about food waste and how to prevent it, info points with brochures, photo boots with participants
holding „imperfect” fruit and vegetables etc...

7.2.2.7

Put your volunteers in the spotlight

An awareness-raising event is a good opportunity to put your own volunteers in the spotlights. This not only
acknowledges their contribution for your organisation, but it also shows to your audience that a group is clearly
behind your operations. Volunteers can talk to other interested citizens, can share their experiences and can
convince people on how to tackle initial barriers to not participate in food saving events (availability of time,
transport options, ....).

7.2.2.8

Monitor and evaluate

After the completion of an event, it is good to know what your audience thought about the event and if it the
event had any effect on their knowledge, beliefs or behavioural intentions. Did people have a good time? Was
the event well organised? What kind of audience did you attract? Did visitors have the impression to have
learned new things? Do they have the feeling that their concern about food waste increased after the event?
Are they thinking to join another SavingFood event?
In order to gather this feedback from participants, SavingFood developed a short survey that can be found in
Annex I. Completing it takes no more than 5 minutes. The results allowed the project partners to quickly see
if people liked the experience, to check whether the event had an impact and to take appropriate action for
their next event (See also results White Paper 1 – D5.4 Behavioural change results).
You can either decide to use paper format or to provide an online questionnaire for example through a Google
form. The latter can also be done by providing some tablets at the venue, whereby you assign some
ambassadors to complete the survey together with the attendees. Filling in surveys online has to our
experience a greater response rate and has the benefit that it allows the organiser to insert the responses
himself (e.g. for open questions).
Finally, taking the evaluation is also an opportunity to present the pledge after the survey.

7.2.3

Pledge

We highlighted above that at awareness raising events, we also let people sign a pledge to start influencing
their perception that they can save food too and are becoming part of a larger community when they will
actually join an event.
The platform allows to follow the number of people that signed the pledge and to set a target (for example:
1000 signatures are needed. We are now at 550).
It is also important to keep in mind that a pledge can be taken at an individual level or in a group, for example
a company that as part of its corporate responsibility programme pledges to reduce food waste and join food
saving events.
When replicating the SavingFood pledge, it is important to keep 2 things in mind: on the one hand to situate
the pledge within a broader persuasion strategy and secondly the design of the pledge itself.
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The pledge was available in all languages of the pilots and can be consulted on the platform’s website under
the tab „Goodies – sign our pledge”. An example of communicating the pledge can be found in Annex II.

7.2.3.1

The pledge as a persuasion strategy:

Signing a pledge is one step in a broader strategy to influence the self-perception of a person to start
considering himself as being able to save food and as a participant in food saving events. The pledge campaign
therefore does not stop when somebody has signed a pledge, but it is important to devise communication
around the pledge to support the process. From our project we learned that:
1. A reminder mail about having signed a pledge should be send within 2 weeks from the moment of
signing. Mention the time and place where the pledge was signed in the message (e.g. At the Food
Fiesta in Manchester in March 2018). Mention also concrete food saving actions that have been taken
by your organisation and who was involved. If needed, show a picture of the event and mention the
output. Restate the pledge text and invite the person to concretely register on the platform.
2. If somebody actually registers as a new volunteer, then it is important to send a thank you message
and clearly indicate where on the platform he/she can find out the upcoming food saving events in
his/her neighbourhood. Mention the output of the food surplus savings generated by the platform
and welcome him/her again to an upcoming food saving event where he/she can concretely act in the
near future. Don’t forget to remove this person from your pledging mailing list.
3. If somebody does not register after the first reminder email, it is important to send a second reminder
within the next 2 weeks. Mention here already how many people who signed the pledge have
effectively joined the project. Providing a testimony from one of them can be envisioned. Finally,
mention where the person can find out more information about SavingFood online but also in his/her
neighbourhood.
4. Finally, if somebody did not react after one month, we advise to repeat step 3 after one month but
propose to highlight the actions of crowdsourcing or ambassadorship. If then there is no action taken
yet, we propose to send only newsletters instead in order to avoid spamming. The most important
aspect becomes here to keep the person within your wider audience. Via other actions such as events
or communication by relatives or friends the person can maybe be convinced to join the platform one
day.

7.2.3.2

Design of the pledge

7.2.3.2.1 Message
With respect to the message, SavingFood opted for a pledge that highlights the individual engagement of a
food donor, recipient organisation or citizen as a step towards becoming part of a movement that values your
engagement. This is contrasted with a current description around the problematic of food waste and hence
an injunctive norm.
Important to note is that message emphasized that by signing the persons becomes part of a broader likeminded movement, which evokes a feeling of reciprocity.

7.2.3.2.2

Online and offline pledge

Although we favoured an online pledge system because it allows for flexibility when sending reminders, it is
also important to have a paper version ready. Not everybody likes to sign online. Moreover, one place where
we collected pledges was at the awareness raising events. Sometimes it is more convincing there to give
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people a document as an immediate tangible token of their commitment. Indeed, the left side of the pledge
card highlighted what SavingFood was about and contained a signature; the right side was the contact
information. This right side can be torn off so that the person can take his/her pledge home. It thus extends
the mental presence of the pledge and the signing of the pledge beyond an appearance at an awarenessraising event.

7.2.3.2.3 Make a pledge as public as possible
It is important to make the commitment as public as possible. The SavingFood pledge module allows also for
a certain degree of anonymisation, and only displays the first name and the place where somebody lives.
Secondly, actors that decided to sign the pledge can make their commitment public on different social media
via the platform (Facebook, Twitter).

7.2.4

Ambassadors

SavingFood developed its ambassadorship program in order to broaden the engagement of citizens into food
surplus redistribution beyond volunteering for food saving events. The general idea was that food surplus
redistribution organisations could expand their outreach in the community via this action through engaging
citizens that are concerned about food waste but are not yet convinced to join saving food events, or for other
practical reasons. On the other hand, the ambassadorship program was open to current volunteers as a way
to expand their current activities and support new citizens-ambassadors with getting started.

7.2.4.1

Define the tasks of the ambassadors and their profiles

Ambassadors can perform a wide variety of tasks. In the case of the SavingFood partners, each pilot provided
citizens with the opportunity
•
•
•
•
•

to help with the administration of the food surplus redistribution organisation;
to help with making promotions online and offline (distributing flyers, sharing social media posts,
forwarding newsletters, ...);
to give practical support at the office;
to contact certain donors in the neighbourhood or on a broader scale or to provide tips;
to encourage friends/relatives to start saving food.

It is important that an ambassador knows what the tasks entail. He/she should know when and how he/should
should perform these ambassador activities. This provides for your ambassador clarity for the action he or she
will have to perform.
Based on the definition of the task (what, how, when), you can also identify the necessary profile (who). For
administrative support, it is of course important that the person can handle the main ICT programs of your
organisation. For spreading the word to local recipient organisations about SavingFood, you need someone
who of course feels at ease to talk and create partnerships.

7.2.4.2

Plan the action

An ambassadorship program is not a ’one’ shot action, but requires to also elaborate the out roll of the
different operation aspects of the action: your recruitment, your communication campaign, your training &
support, your internal organisation and your monitoring of progress:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When do you start your recruitment campaign?
How long do you run your campaign?
Via which channels?
When do you plan your training session?
When do you need the effort of your ambassadors?
Are there certain periods where ambassadors are less needed than others?
Do you plan another campaign? If so, when?
How will you monitor the campaign and set targets?
Who is the responsible person within the organisation for the ambassador campaign?

7.2.4.3

Train your ambassadors

Before you let your ambassadors perform their task, it is important to provide them with the necessary training
for the tasks they registered for and prepare tutorials if required.
Therefore, it is important to provide training in two ways:
First, after confirmation of their role as an ambassador, send them a short tutorial about their task (pdf, online
video, ...) that can work as an introduction.
Secondly it is important that you organise regularly sessions with your new recruited ambassadors in order to
explain to them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What your organisation actually is doing;
Why you need their engagement as an ambassador;
Why their assigned task(s) matter for you;
How they need to perform the assigned task(s);
How to cope with reactions from food donors, recipient organisations or citizens towards their actions;
How to represent your organisation to the outside world;
Where they can find assistance if required;
Where other ambassadors are living in their neighbourhood.

If the activities of your organisation are expanding to other neighbourhoods or cities and you have a growing
number of people involved in food surplus redistribution, keep in mind to set-up at a certain moment a trainthe-trainer course where current ambassadors can be the actual trainers of new ambassadors. This helps to
transfer skills in a very efficient way.

7.2.4.4

Provide assistance

In a lot of cases, your ambassadors will also be the first contact point by which people get to know your
organisation. This is especially the case for these ambassadors that are working on tasks outside your premises
such as distributing flyers or informing potential food donors, recipient organisations or citizens about your
action.
We learned that it is important that these ambassadors can contact the responsible person within your
organisation in case of any unforeseen event.
In order to avoid such ’unforeseen’ events, it might be good that when you send an ambassador for the first
time on a mission, to make sure that experienced people are present in order to provide assistance to those
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who perform the activity for the first time. Besides the training session, this real-life assistance helps to give
the ambassador practical tips and tricks.
Thirdly, keep a record of questions from ambassadors and how you helped them. This provides valuable
lessons for the future.

7.2.4.5

Monitor performance and evaluate

Although in the case of voluntary driven organisations such as SavingFood, a too strict managerial approach
towards your ambassadors can work counterproductive, it is nonetheless important that on the level of your
organisation you monitor the performance of your ambassadors.
Based on the target audience and objectives mentioned in the plan, you can decide to regularly evaluate
whether you made progress towards these objectives. Based on the results, it might be good to take contact
with your ambassadors and try to find out if there are any problems or they need some support. As such,
based on the lessons learned, you can constantly improve your ambassador program.

7.2.4.6

Make your ambassadors visible

Since you are talking to people as volunteers, it is important to appreciate their effort regularly. This can be
done informal (thank them after their work), via an official message (private mail/newsletter) or actually by
publicly showing their work and effort. One efficient way is to do this at an awareness-raising event. Since one
of the messages at these events is to show the collective effort that is needed for a food surplus redistribution
to flourish, putting your ambassadors in the spotlight not only shows the group but also values their
contribution.
Secondly, besides highlighting the value of ambassadors, it is also important to make them literally visible
when performing tasks in the neighbourhood. This shows to other citizens that the initiative is actually „alive”
and, in case your program is successful, an increasing number of for example SavingFood T-shirts shows to
other inhabitants that more and more people are adopting a pro-social behaviour towards food surplus.
Examples of communication for the ambassador programs of some of the pilots can be consulted in Annex III.

7.2.5

Crowdsourcing

SavingFood wanted to tap ’into the wisdom’ of the crowd in order to investigate if a crowdsourcing concept
could work within the context of the food surplus redistribution and if this could be a tool to also involve wider
group of citizens in the operations of the food surplus redistribution organisation. Indeed, people that can’t
join saving food events can still contribute to the cause and hence become engaged. In the long run, we might
expect also that they learn more about food surplus redistribution and eventually show an increasing interest
to join SavingFood.
A crowdsourcing action was organised in the UK, Hungary and Greece. In Greece citizens could provide tips
about potential food donors in their neighbourhood. In the UK, Feedback collected recipes that could be made
with surplus food. In Hungary, via different channels (newsletters, social media, newspaper articles) key actors
with respect to farmer markets and farms were targeted in the hope that they could bring interesting ’leads’
to organise later in 2018 gleaning and farmer market events.
The outcome of the crowdsourcing actions (discussed in detail D5.4) proof that crowdsourcing is indeed an
interesting concept for food surplus redistribution organisations to incorporate into their daily operations and
that it allows to engage other actors that eventually in a longer perspective might eventually join food saving
events or on a short term can become ambassadors that can help with establishing contacts with various
donors or charities or promote the existence of the events and the food surplus redistribution organisation to
other target groups.
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7.2.5.1

Be aware of the public character of crowdsourcing and make sure
your crowdsourcer has made prior contact with the donor/charity

The first lesson learned during the project is that using crowdsourcing should be done in the context of food
surplus redistribution in a more cautious way. SavingFood took inspiration from current crowd mapping tools
such as for example Wheelmap in the case of mobility impairment. On Wheelmap, people can tag locations
on their accessibility and hence provide after a while a map of the state of accessibility in a neighbourhood,
which can be a pressure tool towards politicians and city planners to modify public spaces in favour of people
suffering from mobility impairment. Initially, SavingFood thought of a similar solution, but discussions with
citizens and other stakeholders learned to modify our approach for two reasons:
-

-

Adding on a map the location of a donor might make information publicly available that might
lead to ’shaming’ which needs to be avoided. The cause of food waste at a certain shop is not
always due to a lack of consciousness of the donor about the issue but sometimes there are
economic or legal constraints.
Adding a location on a map without the donor knowing it might also lead to disapproval of the
donor who then might not be motivated to actually join when contacted by your organisation.
Adding a location on the map without prior contact with the donor can lead to involuntarily
disclosing food that might be no longer of good quality and should be avoided.

Therefore, SavingFood opted to go for a more modest form where citizens can provide tips of donors of
charities via a Google form, email or phone and with the request to have at least established a prior contact
with the donor.
This was especially fruitful since on the one hand for small shops as bakeries, small cantinas or restaurants
regular clients have already a more or less informal contact with the owner. In this sense, we see that on a
neighbourhood level, these regular clients talked about donors about SavingFood and Boroume could more
easily make contact afterwards since there was a kind of prior trust established.
In the case of HFA, the approach led to many potential leads (150) of potential interesting farms and farmer
markets. The follow-up by HFA was then an ideal way to show the promotional videos or other useful
information. In the end, in a few weeks, 30 to 50 potential donors expressed their interest to further get in
contact and investigate the possibility of organising a farmer market or gleaning event.

7.2.5.2

Define the scope of the crowdsourcing action and its operational
aspects

Before starting the crowdsourcing campaign, it is important to define clearly:
-

What you actually want to crowd source (donor tips, charities, recipes, other,...);
Which results you expect over a certain time period (e.g.: 20 new donors in neighbourhood X by
end of month Z);
Who your main target audience is and if they can establish a personal link with the potential donor.

Secondly, it is important to plan the operational aspects of the campaign
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-

How long will the campaign run?
Which channels will you use to spread the message to the target audience?
Which procedure do you set in place to collect the tips (phone, mail, other, ...)?

7.2.5.3

Show gratitude, communicate results and provide support

Since you are involving citizens that have a more ’loose’ relationship with your organisation, it is important
that you show to the crowdsourcer that his input is welcome, also when the tip is maybe not so interesting.
This gratitude has to be shown on at least two occasions:
-

when you receive a tip: make sure you thank your crowdsourcer with a thank you email or at the
telephone, thank him for reaching out.
At the end of the campaign: inform via a newsletter, a social media post or via the press the
crowdsourcers of the results of their actions. The results are not only communicated in numbers
of tips received but also with listing the concrete actions that were or are about to be generated
based on these tips (for example 3 new donors or 5 events having organised, a recipe book
published online, ...).

If it is possible, also inform a provider of a tip of the result on a personal level. We really learned that citizens
are eager to know what have been done with their tip and in case some problems have risen, to help if possible.
In case you receive a tip, but the information is not sufficient, contact the crowdsourcer, thank him for reaching
out and try to help with finding the extra information that is needed or explain why you need more
information. This won’t offend people since, as mentioned above, they rather help in case something is not
working according to the plan.
Examples of the communication by the pilots with respect to the crowdsourcing can be consulted in Annex IV

7.2.6

Motivational videos

The project developed 10 motivational videos that on the one hand provide various target groups
•
•
•
•

To make people enthusiast about SavingFood and their capacity to be able to save food
learn about the issue of food waste and importance food surplus redistribution
to discover the SavingFood solution
provide tips on how to save food and get involved

The videos are uploaded on SavingFood’s channel on YouTube and can be re-used and shared on your social
media or embedded in your website.
The videos are available in English, Greece and Hungarian. The language and tone are simple and straight
forward and thus meant for a broad audience. The use of illustrations does not only make the videos
entertaining but also reinforces the spoken message by increasing its accessibility and comprehension.
Our experience teaches us that the videos are especially fruitful for supporting on-going communication with
the different target groups. This means that sending a video is fruitful after having first established a contact
with a donor, a volunteer, a company or a charity. The video reinforces a sense of enthusiasm for joining the
movement.
Here is an overview of the videos with the topic and target audience.
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Nr

Topic

Description

Target audience

1

Opportunities
of
SavingFood Platform

2

Direct way of Saving Food

3

SavingFood Educational on Helps children to comprehend food waste Schools
food waste
and raise awareness to save food
School children

4

SavingFood Gleaning

the Explains the problematic of food waste and Donors,
Welfare
how the platform allows various actors to organisations, citizens
take action to reduce food waste
General Audience
Explains
how
food
stores
and Restaurants,
supermarkets can use the platform and supermarkets,
shops,
help to save food
bakeries as donors

Explains process of gleaning

Citizens
Farmers

5

SavingFood
motivational Describes how companies can become Companies as donors
video for companies
donors or take part in food saving events
Companies as volunteers
as part of corporate
social
responsibility
programs.

6

SavingFood Farmer markets

Explaining the process of saving food at Organisers of Farmer
Farmer markets
markets
Citizens as volunteers

7

SavingFood Social Welfare Explanation
for
social
welfare Social
organisations
organisations about how to use the organisations
platform and why it is beneficial to use it

Welfare

8

SavingFood Use of Platform General explanation about the platform General audience
to save Food
and how it helps to redistribute food

9

SavingFood Ambassadors

What can an ambassador do and how to Citizens
become one

10

Challenges of Food Waste

Explaining the consequences of food waste General audience
Table 2. Overview of the SavingFood videos

Contact and questions
In case of any questions or if you have a need for more information in order to start planning your own
interventions, you can contact imec via mail:
Carina Veeckman: carina.veeckman@imec.be
Wim Vanobberghen: wim.vanobberghen@imec.be
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8 Annex I: Evaluation survey Awareness raising event
Example of survey for the FoodWin event in Louvain La Neuve in March 2018
Thank you for attending Foodwin's Disco Soupe in Louvain La Neuve ! We would like you to answer a couple
of questions regarding your experience of the event. Your answers will help us to improve our work in the
future and it will provide the EU project SavingFood with useful insights to help other food saving initiatives
in Europe to create successful awareness raising events. We at Feedback thank you for your time and
contribution! Kind regards, The Foodwin Team!
Q1: What is your gender? (Man-Woman-Prefer not to say)
Q2: What is your age?
Q3: On a score out of of 10, how would you rate your overall experience of the event?
Q4: How did you hear about this event? (friends, relatives, social media, website, local press, leaflet, other)
Q5: What was the main reason you attend the event? Please choose from the options below:
-

The event sounds interesting and i want to find out more
I am already involved in local food waste saving actions and I want to provide my support for
the food waste saving community
I feel concerned about the issue of food waste and want to learn how I can act against it

Q6: After the event, I am more aware of the importance of food waste: strongly agree, agree, disagree,
strongly disagree, no opinion
Q7: By attending this event I have learned more about the causes of food waste and the need for food surplus
redistribution initiatives: strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, no opinion
Q8: By attending this event, I have learned how I can get involved in saving food: strongly agree, agree,
disagree, strongly disagree, no opinion
Q9: After attending this event, I am more motivated to reduce my own food waste: strongly agree, agree,
disagree, strongly disagree, no opinion
Q10: After attending this event, I am more motivated to join a saving food action of FoodWin: strongly agree,
agree, disagree, strongly disagree, no opinion
Q11: By attending this event I discovered and learned about gleaning days in Belgium: strongly agree, agree,
disagree, strongly disagree, no opinion
Q12: Are you likely to visit the SavingFood website after this event: yes definitely, definitely, likely, no, rather
not, not at all
Q13: Having attended this event, are you likely to register as a volunteer on the SavingFood platform?
Yes, I will; no, rather not, I am already registered, no answer
Q14: Would you like to leave us any comment or suggestion?
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9 Annex II: Pledge examples
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10 Annex III: Ambassadors
Boroume: Ambassador recruitment

Boroume: Ambassador Pdf
After a citizen registered as a volunteer in the ambassador program, Boroume sent a pdf with more
information about the task to perform
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HFA: Ambassador task to share posts about SavingFood
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11 Annex IV: Crowdsourcing
Boroume: crowdsourcing post
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